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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Few results from programmes based on combination prevention methods are available. We propose to analyse the degree of protection provided by postexposure prophylaxis (PEP) for consensual sexual activity at healthcare clinics, its compensatory effects on sexual behaviour; and the effectiveness of combination prevention methods and pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), compared with exclusively using traditional methods.

Methods and analysis: A total of 3200 individuals aged 16 years or older presenting for PEP at 5 sexually transmitted disease (STD)/HIV clinics in 3 regions of Brazil will be allocated to one of two groups: the PEP group—individuals who come to the clinic within 72 h after a sexual exposure and start PEP; and the non-PEP group—individuals who come after 72 h but within 30 days of exposure and do not start PEP. Clinical follow-up will be conducted initially for 6 months and comprise educational interventions based on information and counselling for using prevention methods, including PrEP. In the second study phase, individuals who remain HIV negative will be regrouped according to the reported use of prevention methods and observed for 18 months: only traditional methods; combined methods; and PrEP. Effectiveness will be analysed according to the incidence of HIV, syphilis and hepatitis B and C and protected sexual behaviour. A structured questionnaire will be administered to participants at baseline and every 6 months thereafter. Qualitative methods will be employed to provide a comprehensive understanding of PEP-seeking behaviour, preventive choices and exposure to HIV.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of new prevention methods has increased the optimism towards achieving a more effective control over the AIDS
epidemic,1,2 as these methods have shown the potential to promote significant reductions in the number of new infections in the regions and social groups that are most affected by the disease.3 An important part of this optimism relates to the development of methods based on using antiretrovirals (ARV-based prevention),4 which may avoid acquisition of infection when used before5–6 or after exposure to HIV,7–9 and also avoid transmission of the virus in sexual intercourse among serologically discordant couples3,10–12 (treatment as prevention, TasP). As a result, the present set of methods13 makes it possible to use preventive measures at different times which lead to HIV transmission, thereby creating a virtuous circle in which people may not come into contact with the virus during sexual intercourse (ie, through using male and female condoms, safer sexual practices and anti-HIV tests for sexual agreements); or, when they do come into contact with the virus, occurrence of infection might be avoided (ie, pre-exposure and postexposure prophylaxes); or, if they become infected, they might not transmit the virus (ie, TasP).

This new reality has encouraged the recommendation that prevention methods should be made available together with structural interventions.13–15 This would make it possible to address key points relating to reduction of vulnerabilities and increase in the number of people who are included in prevention programmes, who would come to be able to access and choose the method that best suits their needs, or even to be able to combine different methods in specific situations. The use of diverse methods has already been observed among social segments that are most exposed to HIV,16–18 and these individuals have changed their behaviour as a way of adapting the need to prevention to their daily routines and sexual practices. This relates to the fact that the choice of prevention methods is based on a wide range of factors,19–22 such as knowledge on how to use each method and its benefits and risks, the perception of the risks involved in sexual relationships and the context in which they occur. Thus, choices can sometimes mean the adoption of less-effective methods for a specific situation or even the abandonment or exchange of those proven to be the most effective.

However, it must be highlighted that although efficacy studies have shown that prevention methods provide a significant degree of protection,5–7,23 many of them, and especially those of biomedical nature, have still not been fully analysed within the context of healthcare services and the daily routine of social groups that are most exposed to the risk of infection.8–15 Thus, important questions remain regarding the risks and benefits of the new methods, the way in which they are routinely offered and used by individuals, as well as their real effects on the epidemic.

The present article describes the design of a pragmatic clinical trial that will be conducted in public healthcare clinics in five Brazilian cities and analyses the combination prevention methods, included pre-exposure and postexposure prophylaxes.

**The fragility of the evidence relating to new methods**

So far, postexposure prophylaxis (PEP) programmes implemented in different countries25–28 have been analysed in a single efficacy study,7 which presented limitations because of its small sample size. The main evidence supporting implementation of PEP programmes relies on basic research using animal models. Findings from a meta-analysis study29 show that non-humans receiving PEP had a reduction in the risk of infection of 89% (odds 0.11; 95% CI 5 to 23). In similar situations, the use of PEP led to a reduced risk of HIV infection, such as newborns who received ARV within the first 72 h of life;30 healthcare professionals who suffered occupational accidents;31 and victims of sexual violence.9,32–33

Thus, there is controversy regarding the impact of PEP programmes on public health. An analysis conducted in eastern Australia34 reported that a low number of cases of infection was avoided (1–9 cases) over 6 years of programme, probably due to the high proportion of users with sexual intercourse not taking place with HIV-positive partners. Other studies25,35–37 have shown that knowledge of PEP and the demand for it continued to present low rates over the course of time and were restricted to a smaller number of social groups that would be potential users of the PEP. Even the individuals who could benefit after being exposed to HIV tended not to seek the prophylaxis.7,38 This also occurred in situations in which the individuals had received information and had the medications for starting to use prophylaxis in case of exposure.7 The main reasons were failure to identify the risk, a stable partnership and fear of adverse events. Healthcare professionals also tended to downplay the risk of infection through sexual intercourse, when evaluating the reports of individuals who were seeking the prophylaxis, thereby interfering with timely prescription.19 On the other hand, a positive relationship between knowledge and greater demand for prophylaxis has been noted,38 thus corroborating studies that have shown that communication strategies lead to increased demand for and better use of PEP.39

The rates of adherence to medication and clinical follow-up have presented great variation among the studies conducted.8,25,36,40,41 A meta-analysis42 of 17 studies found a summary measure of 77% (95% CI 68% to 87%). This variation has been explained in terms of the type of exposure, individual characteristics and type of treatment. Lower adherence rates have tended to be seen among the victims of sexual violence24,40,42 and because of occurrences of adverse effects or the use of triple regimens.8 Individuals identified as presenting a greater risk of infection7 and those who participate in counselling sessions present greater chances of adherence.43
One of the fears regarding PEP relates to loss of inhibition, such that high-risk sexual practices occur more often and prophylaxis is repeatedly sought. However, studies on this have shown conflicting results. In San Francisco (USA), in 2004, participation in counselling sessions reduced high-risk sexual practices among PEP users by 73%. In Australia, an analysis on a cohort of men who have sex with men (MSM) found that, between 2001 and 2007, the HIV incidence rate among PEP users became three times greater. This may have been related to the persistence of higher frequency of high-risk sexual practices in this group, thus suggesting that seeking PEP might be a predictor of HIV infection. A qualitative study conducted in Australia indicated that the use of PEP was reported more as a means of making up for failings of safe sex practices than as a substitute for another prevention method. This coincides with rates of repeatedly seeking PEP of less than 20% in several studies.

These results are contradicted by a study conducted in Amsterdam between 2000 and 2009, which found an increase in the HIV incidence rate and an HIV incidence rate that was four times greater among MSM who used PEP, in comparison with the MSM community in general. One explanation for this could be the generalised increase in higher risk sexual practices among the MSM population and the more pronounced risk among PEP users who previously had this characteristic of greater exposure.

These factors indicate that some PEP users have a profile that is appropriate for using new prevention methods, such as pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), or for using combinations of the different existing methods. The safety and efficacy of PrEP have been analysed in controlled clinical trials involving serologically different heterosexual couples, young heterosexuals and MSM in different countries. In this context, studies, an oral daily dose of tenofovir disoproxil fumarate and emtricitabine (TDF/FTC) reduced the risk of infection from 40% to 75%, according to the degree of compliance, which is currently the main concern about this method. In this regard, two studies enrolling African women indicated that the use of PEP was associated with increased results among MSM and transgender women from different countries. In these studies, an oral daily dose of tenofovir disoproxil fumarate and emtricitabine (TDF/FTC) reduced the risk of infection from 40% to 75%, according to the degree of compliance, which is currently the main concern about this method.

Thus, if on the one hand new knowledge produced in the field of prevention has made it possible to discern more effective control over the epidemic, this has, on the other hand, given rise to a series of questions. To analyse these issues, a broader approach towards the various prevention methods offered in the daily routine of health services is required.

OBJECTIVES

The present study was designed to analyse four central issues: first, the effectiveness of PEP provided at public healthcare clinics in Brazil for consensual sexual activity; second, changes in sexual and preventive practices resulting from the provision of PEP; third, the effectiveness of
combination prevention methods—including PrEP—that are provided routinely at healthcare clinics in Brazil; and fourth, the understanding of how most exposed individuals choose, access and use prevention methods.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Study population**

Prevention of HIV in Brazil is centred on behavioural and structural interventions, and the main strategy is the promotion of condom use. PEP was incorporated into prevention policies in 2010 and in 2013 the Ministry of Health announced that TasP would become universally available and that demonstration projects for PrEP would be implemented.

PEP has been provided through the public healthcare system, encompassing testing and counselling centres, HIV/AIDS outpatient clinics and accredited emergency walk-in services. Among these services, five centres in different cities and regions of Brazil were selected to participate in this study as follows: Fortaleza (northeastern region); Porto Alegre and Curitiba (southern region); and São Paulo and Ribeirão Preto (southeastern region).

Among the cities selected, São Paulo and Fortaleza presented the lowest incidence rates for AIDS between 2011 and 2014 (23.1 and 26.8 per 100,000 inhabitants-year, respectively), although it needs to be highlighted that over this period São Paulo recorded the largest number of cases of this disease in Brazil (9333). These two cities are characterised by the predominance of HIV transmission through heterosexual and bisexual intercourse (±40%), while Porto Alegre presents the highest incidence of AIDS in Brazil between the state capitals (91.1 cases per 100,000 inhabitants-year). In Ribeirão Preto, the only non-coastal city among those selected, HIV transmission due to heterosexual intercourse accounted for almost 70%, with greater relative participation of the category of injection drug use (±10%). Curitiba has an incidence rate of 27.0 per 100,000 inhabitants-year and its epidemiological profile presents all characteristics from the other cities, with 35.1% of cases among homosexuals and bisexuals and 55.3% of cases among heterosexuals. Except for Fortaleza and Curitiba, which presented a stabilising tendency, the cities presented a slight decline in the AIDS incidence rate.

In São Paulo and Curitiba (table 1), PEP is provided routinely at testing and counselling centres and at HIV/AIDS outpatient clinics in the other cities. These services were implemented in 2008 and 2011 and the majority of individuals presenting for PEP are homosexual and heterosexual men. Female sex workers are the third most frequent group in São Paulo. The clinics in Porto Alegre, São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto and Fortaleza are referral services for clinical follow-up on patients who started the prophylaxis at emergency services. All of these clinics have treatment for sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), multiprofessional teams and counselling and serological follow-up regarding HIV infection, syphilis and hepatitis B and C. Activities to promote adherence to clinical follow-up and drug use are implemented in Porto Alegre, São Paulo and Fortaleza and to contact absent users in Porto Alegre. All clinics provide male and female condoms and only three services offer counselling on using a hierarchy of sexual risk behaviours for HIV and test as prevention.

**Design**

The study is structured into three components, which will bring together quantitative and qualitative methodologies. In the first component, the protective effect of PEP will be evaluated on the basis of the assumption that there will be a reduction in the risk of HIV infection among individuals who use prophylaxis, in comparison with those who are exposed and do not use it.

Therefore, individuals without HIV infection who are sexually exposed (figure 1) and attended healthcare clinics will be followed by 6 months after being allocated to one of two groups, in accordance with the detailed criteria in figure 2, which can be summarised thus:

- **PEP group**: individuals who come to the clinic in less than 72 h after sexual exposure and start PEP use.
- **Non-PEP group**: individuals who come to the clinic in more than 72 h and less than 30 days after exposure and do not start PEP.

The individuals who do not become infected with HIV will then be involved in the second component, in which, over an 18-month period, the effect of the PEP programme on sexual practices and on repeated use of this prophylaxis will be analysed. It is assumed that after attending the PEP programme, there will be fewer or an equal number of occurrences of unprotected sexual practices than in the period preceding attendance at the clinic. For this, the sexual and preventive practices of individuals participating will be investigated for periods of 6 months and then compared with the 6 months prior to the use of PEP.

In this second component, the degree of protection resulting from using prevention methods, including PrEP, will also be examined, once these methods are routinely offered in the healthcare clinics. The assumption is that linkage to HIV services among individuals with higher exposure leads to increased protected sexual practices, whereas the use of combination methods and/or PrEP has a greater degree of protection when compared with the exclusive use of traditional methods. As a result, there will be fewer occurrences of unprotected insertive sex and the HIV incidence rate will be lower among individuals who used a combination of methods and/or PrEP, without this implying an increase in the incidence of syphilis and hepatitis B and C.

For this analysis, individuals involved in this second component will be regrouped according to their reports of the prevention methods used as follows: (1) combination prevention methods, characterised by the use of at least two of the following methods: male/female condoms, sexual practices without vaginal or anal penetration, use of anti-HIV tests and viral load for sexual
agreements, PEP and TasP; (2) exclusive use of traditional methods: condoms and/or sexual practices without vaginal or anal penetration and (3) PrEP, independent of association with another method.

The third component comprises qualitative studies aimed at understanding how prevention methods are chosen, accessed and used, with emphasis on ARV-based prevention methods, through the inter-relationships of
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### Table 1 Characteristics of participating sites (The Combine! Project)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Sites*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porto Alegre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of PEP (year)</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of health service where PEP is available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD/HIV clinic</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency service</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCT centre</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most attended groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexual men</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual men</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual men</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex workers</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service seeking (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referred by a health provider</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services and inputs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment for STDs</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment for hepatitis</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis vaccination</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male condom</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female condom</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-exposure prophylaxis</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselling on hierarchy of sexual risk</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselling on using the test to establish a sexual</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agreement with the partner</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to antiretroviral therapy and follow-up</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up time (days)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st consultation</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd consultation</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd consultation</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th consultation</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact absent users</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*City of Porto Alegre—Serviço de Atendimento Especializado DST/AIDS, Vila dos Comerciários; city of São Paulo—Centro de Referência e Treinamento de DST e Aids; city of Ribeirão Preto—Centro de Referência em Especialidades Central; city of Fortaleza—Hospital São José de Doenças Infecciosas; and city of Curitiba—Centro de Orientação e Aconselhamento.

PEP, postexposure prophylaxis; STD, sexually transmitted disease; VCT, voluntary counselling and testing.
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**Figure 1** Criteria for postexposure prophylaxis use in Brazil.

- Receptive anal, insertive anal or vaginal, and receptive vaginal intercourse with knowledge of partner’s HIV-positive status;
- Receptive anal intercourse without knowledge of partner’s HIV status and with partner from a group with high HIV prevalence;
- Depend on risk assessment: insertive anal or vaginal, and receptive vaginal and oral intercourse with ejaculation, without knowledge of partner’s HIV status and with partner from a group with high HIV prevalence and; receptive anal intercourse without knowledge of partner’s HIV status and with partner from a group with low HIV prevalence.
three dimensions: clinic organisation; perceptions and practices of healthcare professionals; and motivations and perceptions of people who are more exposed to HIV. It starts from the following assumptions: provision of PEP and other prevention methods is influenced by the rationality that guides the organisation and the healthcare practices in the clinic; PEP is sought because of a need to complement individual prevention strategies; and the use of different prevention methods is moderated by the context, course of life and sexual life and perceived prevention requirements.

Eligibility and recruitment

All individuals who come to the clinics seeking PEP or who are sexually exposed will be invited to participate in the project, taking into consideration the following eligibility criteria:

1. 16 years of age or over;
2. Reporting sexual exposure (figure 1) during the past 30 days, with an indication for PEP;
3. A negative anti-HIV test confirmed at the time when the clinic is sought, or a positive anti-HIV serological test with a negative/indeterminate western blot, for individuals with exposure that occurred more than 72 h and less than 30 days ago;
4. Not having sought PEP for the purpose of assisted reproduction or due to occupational exposure or sexual violence;
5. Having started PEP at the clinic or having been referred for clinical follow-up soon after the initial attendance at an emergency service, provided that information on serological status, sexual exposure and prescribed therapy is available.

The inclusion limit of 30 days after the sexual exposure aimed to certify that the individuals included were not already infected with HIV at the time of the exposure. Viral load and western blot will be used to detect individuals undergoing seroconversion.

Interventions

Attendance for PEP

The procedures for PEP will follow the standards of the Ministry of Health, which envisage clinical and serological follow-up for 6 months, defined thus: (1) initial attendance consisting of epidemiological and clinical screening and assessment; diagnostic tests for HIV (rapid test), syphilis and hepatitis B and C (conventional tests); prescription of therapy and dispensing of medications (28 days), with guidance regarding adherence; and (2) follow-up: four consultations (between the 1st and 3rd weeks, between the 4th and 6th weeks, in the 12th week and in the 24th week) for clinical assessments, management of adverse events, reinforcement of adherence and serological tests (for HIV, performed between the 4th and 6th weeks and in the 24th week; for syphilis, in the 12th week; and for hepatitis B and C, in the 24th week).

The prophylaxis, for a 28-day period, will involve prescribing the drugs zidovudine (AZT), lamivudine (3TC) and TDF or AZT, 3TC and lopinavir/ritonavir (LPV/r). For cases with an HIV-positive partner who is using ARV,
the therapeutic regimen will be evaluated in accordance with the regimen used by the partner.

Individuals who come more than 72 h after exposure will undergo the same procedures, except for prescription of ARV.

**Provision of preventive measures**

Provision of preventive measures will occur in accordance with the current practices in the clinics and will involve making supplies; HIV, syphilis and hepatitis testing; STD treatment and hepatitis B vaccination.

The main technique to be used in interventions will be counselling, which will be structured starting from identification of the individual risks and structural factors that influence the use of safe practices. Routine approaches during regular and specific attendance in the 1st, 6th, 12th and 18th months are envisaged.

The individuals included in the cohort who will not have been actively using PrEP will receive guidance to return to the clinic if they are sexually exposed to HIV again, in order to analyse the pertinence of using PEP.

**Provision of PrEP**

Individuals involved in the second component may decide, together with a healthcare professional, to use PrEP, taking into consideration the individual risks and benefits, which include: belonging to a group with a higher prevalence of HIV; regular sexual intercourse with partners in groups with a greater prevalence of HIV; sexual intercourse with serologically different partners without treatment for HIV infection; history of or intention to continue with sexual intercourse presenting a greater risk of infection, without consistent use of other prevention methods; use of recreational drugs; recurrent use of PEP; willingness to continue use of PrEP; and renal function compatible with use of TDF/FTC.

The follow-up consultations for PrEP users will take place in the first 30 and 60 days and then at maximum intervals of up to 3 months. The consultations will involve counselling, provision of condoms and other prevention methods, investigation for STDs and serological status regarding HIV and hepatitis, management of adverse events, monitoring of renal function and guidance regarding pregnancy and breast feeding. Specific guidance regarding acute infection will be given and whenever signs or symptoms are reported, the serological and viral load tests will be repeated. Counselling will be used to reinforce adherence. TDC/FTC will be used for prophylaxis.

**Follow-up and censoring**

For the second component, additional reassessment will be carried on in the 12th, 18th and 24th months of follow-up. Information on sexual practices, use of prevention methods and serological tests for HIV, syphilis and hepatitis B and C will be obtained in the reassessment.

Individuals who miss consultations and visits will be contacted in accordance with the procedures established at each clinic. Those who continue to be absent after 6 months will be considered to have been lost to follow-up.

Censoring of observations in the first component will be performed in the event of positive anti-HIV findings; at the time of clinical closure of the case (performing the envisaged serological test); or on the date of the last visit, for the cases that are lost to follow-up. In the second component, censoring will take place at the end of the observations (24th month follow-up) or at the time of a positive anti-HIV test or loss to follow-up.

Follow-up, clinical treatment and rapid tests will be registered in the medical records and performed by health workers at the clinics. Western blot and viral load testing will be performed by a reference laboratory at each site and supervised by Instituto Adolfo Lutz.

**Primary outcomes**

In the first component, the main outcome will be occurrence of HIV infection, as verified through screening laboratory tests (ELISA or rapid test) and confirmatory tests (viral load, western blot, immunofluorescence or a second rapid test).

In the second component, the outcomes will be reports of unprotected sex, categorised as anal or vaginal insertive and/or receptive sex without condom use or in case of a condom break, or absence of any ARV-based prevention methods (TasP, PrEP or PEP). The type of partner (stable/casual) and testing for HIV will be used to grade this risk (higher or lower); the incidence of infection due to HIV, syphilis and hepatitis B and C; and reports of occurrences of sexually transmissible diseases.

**Secondary outcomes**

In the first component, the frequency of adverse events associated with ARV will be considered, measured from the records of clinical events in the medical files or from laboratory tests. Partial or full non-compliance with the prophylaxis will be defined as non-use of medications over a 28-day period or failure to undergo serological tests for HIV, syphilis and hepatitis for conclusion of the case.

The following will be considered in the second component: coming to the clinic again to seek PEP; proportions of the prevention methods according to choice; non-attendance at the clinic for the educational interventions that had been arranged; and non-adherence to PrEP, characterised according to reported frequency (days) of non-use of medications, non-attendance at appointments or non-attendance to collect medications.
Instruments and variables
Information on the use of PEP will be obtained from the medical records, for which the minimum information will be standardised using a specific form, consisting of the following: demographic characteristics; sexual exposure (time of occurrence, sexual practice and sexual partner); previous exposure over the preceding 30 days; factors increasing the risk of HIV transmission during the exposure (STDs and bleeding); serological tests; start of treatment; treatment regimen; adverse events; and adherence to medication. Data will be collected from medical records by trained professionals who are members of the study team.

Information on sexual behaviour will be obtained by applying a structured questionnaire that contains information on sexual identity, sexual practices, strategies and prevention methods used according to type of sexual partnership, use of recreational drugs, experience of situations of violence, degree of information about and perception of risk, and paid sex, among other information. Data on the reasons for loss of follow-up will be obtained through telephone contact, using a short version of the questionnaire. The interviews and clinical consultations will be conducted simultaneously and by trained professionals and are expected to provide counselling on prevention strategies.

Data gathering will be carried out online, using the Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) platform.64 Consistency and integrity will be insured by checking all records. For the purpose of quality control, at least 5% of the medical records will be checked.

Qualitative studies
The qualitative analysis will encompass ethnographic observations and in-depth interviews with healthcare providers and users and will be conducted by experienced qualitative researchers. Ethnographic observation will provide a detailed and systematic description of the routine healthcare of the services, all registered in field diaries. Additionally, clinical consultations and counselling sessions will be recorded without the presence of an observer. Ethnographic observation will envisage the ways in which users deal with the clinics; work organisation and processes; professional practices; and users’ and professionals’ decision-making processes relating to prophylactic treatment and the choice of prevention methods, specially PrEP and PEP.

In-depth interviews with different types of healthcare professionals working at the reception, screening and clinical attendance, along with the unit managers, are intended. Professional practice, perceptions relating to users, notions regarding prevention methods (with emphasis on ARV-based prevention methods), response to situations regarded as non-adherence to prevention and the users’ right to choose and not use prevention methods will be explored.

The interviews envisaged with users will be categorised as groups of homosexual men; heterosexual men; sex workers; heterosexual women; and transvestites. The interviews will address knowledge about PEP; context of sexual exposure; demand for and use of PEP; risk management; reasons for choosing methods; and preventive strategies. Twenty interviews will be conducted with participants who did not adhere to PEP.

The observations and interviews are part of the first and second components. Using pretested guides, they will be conducted during 15 days in the routine of each service. The number of interviews will be adjusted using the criterion of saturation of information and meanings for each group of interviewees.

Sample
The initial sample was estimated to be 3200 individuals, divided into 1600 in the PEP sexual group and 1600 in the non-PEP group, with an estimated loss from follow-up of 26.3% (420). This sample enables detection of a relative risk of 2.3, with a significance level of 5% and test power of 80%. It has been estimated that 650 individuals will choose to use PrEP. Basic demographic information will be registered for individuals who refuse to participate.

Analysis
To analyse effectiveness, the outcomes of interest will be compared between the PEP and non-PEP groups, and these will be calculated as rates and risks (with 95% CIs). Individuals with multiple exposures will be included repeatedly in the PEP and non-PEP groups, in accordance with the inclusion criteria defined for each of them. Associations between exposures and outcomes will be analysed by means of ratios and relative risk, using generalised linear models to control for possible confounding effects. Stratified analyses will be performed for the variables of interest, such as the time elapsed between exposure and the start of the therapy, adherence to prophylaxis and occurrences of adverse events. The amount of treatments needed in order to prevent transmission will be estimated, taking into account the intention of treatment. For the group with PEP, the prevalence of abandonment of ARV treatment and the factors associated with this event will also be estimated.

To analyse the effects of the programme on sexual practices, information from before attendance at the clinic was sought will be compared with the observations in the 6th, 12th, 18th and 24th months, taking into account the whole population and the groups of interest (ie, prevention methods, sexual orientation and sex). Repeated measurement models will be used to analyse occurrences of events over the course of the follow-up, for the entire cohort and for comparisons between groups of interest.

Qualitative analysis
Recordings will be fully transcribed and checked for accuracy. NVivo software will be used to analyse interviews and observations, which will be interpreted by study team members with expertise in qualitative
research. A method of interpretation of meanings, based on hermeneutic principles, will be adopted. In the cases of testimonies, this method will seek to interpret the context, motivations and logic of what was said, the actions and interactions between the participants and the healthcare institution. In the case of ethnographic observation, this method will seek to interpret the logic and implied meanings in the actions and to compare these actions at the level of intentions and idealisations with their context.

Use of the data will be managed by a committee of investigators at the participating sites, who will make decisions regarding analysis proposals and partnerships with other institutions that are interested in having access to the information generated by the project.

LIMITATIONS AND RISKS OF THE STUDY
The main risks of the study relate to selecting and retaining study participants. Although the PEP programme in Brazil was implemented more than 4 years ago, prophylaxis seeking at clinics remains relatively low. It is possible that only a low proportion of this clientele has sexual intercourse with people who are known to be HIV positive, leading to a lower incidence in study groups. The participants may also omit information or report higher exposure in order to obtain treatment and have access to ARV therapy outside of the criteria established by the Ministry of Health. The rates of loss of follow-up may be high because of the characteristics of the population and changes over the course of life. The absence of external data may cause difficulty in interpreting information on sexual disinhibition. Errors in recording the information may occur, given that it is generated through clinical practice and the daily routine at these clinics.

DISSEMINATION
All individuals who express their agreement to participate in the study will sign a free and informed consent form, which will also authorise access to the clinical records produced within the clinic. Patients who choose to use PrEP will be informed about the risks of ARV. The field observations and in-depth interviews will have specific informed consent forms, signed by the manager of the clinic, the professionals involved and the users participating. As a matter of priority, infected individuals will be followed up at clinics participating in the study, which have outpatient services. If this is not possible, or if the individual so chooses, a referral will be made to the network of the healthcare system. Access to prevention supplies will be guaranteed for the participating volunteers, even after the project has been concluded, if this method is proven to be effective.

CONCLUSION
ARV-based prevention has inaugurated a new era in dealing with the AIDS epidemic. This study will contribute to generate new evidence on the best attainable conditions for offering these methods within the daily routine of healthcare programmes and services, thereby indicating advantages and disadvantages in relation to the promotion and exclusive use of traditional methods.
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